The charm of wood
with the durability of
composite cement

More information

www.callibo.com

Durability of composite cement

®

The calliclad planks offer timeless beauty and are
suitable for a wide range of applications both outdoors
and indoors. Their high quality finish and durability
are a guarantee of success.

Calliclad
Planks

Gabels

Extensions

Façade

®
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The charm of wood with the
durability of composite cement

Calliclad is a decorative composite
cement plank of high quality for
multi purpose cladding uses.

Dimensions

Easy to install in 7 steps

Due to their light weight (4kg/plank) and manageable
dimensions Calliclad planks can be easily installed. One
pack contains 6 planks allowing to cover 1,68m2.

The installation of Calliclad is both quick and easy
with the planks screwed onto vertical wooden batons.
Universal corner profiles are also available in matching
colors to give your DIY project that perfect finish.

For cladding and transforming brick walls, garden sheds,
garden walls, extensions, gables, eaves and facades. For
DIY projects in refurbishment or new build. It can also
be used on curved applications.
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Pro’s
Calliclad has many advantages as can be seen below.
With its easy installation, 10 year colour guarantee
and with virtually no maintenance - Calliclad easily
stands the test of time.

3 cm

x 6 = 1,99 m2

Step 1:
Step 2:
Step 3:
Step 4:
Step 5:
Step 6:
Step 7:

Fit the supporting structure.
Fix the sealing profile.
Staple joint tape onto the battens.
Fix the aluminum Calliclad finishing profile.
Fix the starting batten.
Measure and cut the planks.
Fix the planks.

You will find more installation information on our
website www.callibo.com.
0,8 cm

3 cm

1,68 m2 useful

Watch the installation video at:
www.callibo.com/installation
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Calliclad is available in different colors and with its
10 year color guarantee there is no need to repaint.

Accessories
Calliclad aluminium finishing profile:
universal profile for interior corner,
exterior corner and facade end
finishing, available in the colors of the
planks (length 3,0 mt).

Ice White
(cal1 = Ral 9003)

Ivory White
(cal7 = Ral 9001)
The Calliclad can also be painted.

Platinum Grey
(cal5 = Ral 7047)

Slate Grey
(cal18 = Ral 7024).

Black joint tape (PE):
to be stapled onto the vertical
supporting structure (roll 30 mt).
Perforated aluminium sealing profile
for sealing cavity at bottom
(length 2,5 mt).

